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Topic

Appropriating buddhism 
into modern context.

Hanuman’s Mace. Him being known for his strength.



Possible Objects Sculpture of Avalokiteśvara, with probably the most 
number of arms carved on any God EVER! You have to 
count it a few times before getting the number of arms 
right (it's 34, by the way). This gilded bronze sculpture 
was made in the Dali kingdom (937-1253), an 
independent state in what is today Yunnan province, 
China. Each arm of this figure holds an important 
Buddhist symbol. If you look closer, the headdress 
contains many small Buddhas, with Amitabha (the 
Buddha of infinite light) at the center.

POSSIBLE APPROPRIATION

Used in the modern context we could change the items 
into phones, laptops, books, etc. to represent the fast 
paced lifestyle that Singaporeans are having!

Change it into a housewife, carrying a baby, sweeping the 
floor, plunging the toilet! 



Possible Objects
Stele with the Buddha, Avalokiteshvara, and Maitreya
China, Eastern Wei dynasty (534 -550) Limestone

This stele, probably from a niche in a cave temple, depicts the Buddha 
and two bodhisattvas. Dressed in princely clothes and jewellery, a 
bodhisattva is one who has achieved salvation but chooses to forgo 
entering nirvana to aid others. In this sculpture, the Buddha looks like 
a distinguished Chinese scholar engaged in academic discourse.

 POSSIBLE APPROPRIATION
With Lee Kwan Yew being represented as the buddha (with the same 
context that he was idolised by the people with him promoting it), and 
the 2 bodhisattvas could be Lee Hsien Loong and Goh Chok Tong. All 
of the, would be donned with white shirts to represent the PAP.



Chosen Object
Gateway Bracket with four 
shalabhanjika.

- 4 Yakshi (2 front 2 back)

- Identified by postures, big bosom and 

excessive jewelries. 

- Flowering tree to represent the saying 

of “just one touch from them could 

arose the tree to flower” http://edition.cnn.

com/2015/07/30/arts/gallery/ancient-religion-sculptures-

buddhism/

http://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/30/arts/gallery/ancient-religion-sculptures-buddhism/
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/30/arts/gallery/ancient-religion-sculptures-buddhism/
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/30/arts/gallery/ancient-religion-sculptures-buddhism/
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/07/30/arts/gallery/ancient-religion-sculptures-buddhism/


Thesis

While the voluptuous body of Yakshi was seen as a 
sign of fertility in the past, that same body today would 

be seen as a tool of sexual objectification.



Past Artistic Response

Yakshi is presented in a provocative position 
in comparison to her original posture, being 
more vulgar and influenced by how sexuality 
is presented in a modern day context.

Possible to also be in a birthing position but 
without the presence of a belly or a baby, it is 
not as literal if it is.

Yakshi at Malampuzha, Palakkad, 1969

Image Source: 
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-
9Z6nbJdpHCY/UJx_hmH7a6I/AAAAAAAADHs/0NUcoeHd5oE/s1600/yaks.jpg
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Female exploitation in media



Appropriation
- Objectification of women's bodies
- Women allow themselves to be objectified

- Removing Yakshi from her past context and modernizing her
- FHM: Men’s lifestyle magazine featuring the hottest girl and advice for men
- Imagery of large exposed breasts
- Fertility symbol in a pornographic/voyeuristic context



FHM Magazine 

FHM’s style of cover are consistently designed with a scantily dressed woman in front 
with emphasis on their figures, especially their bosoms.



Appropriation
- Naomi Neo is a famous blogger
- Known for her good body and is open on sexuality
- Naomi Neo: It’s just Boobs



Our 
Proto-
types



Drafts



Artist Statement
The image shown is a modern interpretation of the Indian Buddhist Goddess, Yakshi. Traditionally associated with the idea of fertility and 
nature in ancient India, she was identified through her large, round breasts, small waist and large thighs and hips. These days, the 
voluptuous body that Yakshi possesses may be interpreted in a totally different way. In the modern world, sexual objectification of women 
have become much more commonplace, and a voluptuous body such as hers may be seen as a tool of pleasure in the eyes of men. It is no 
longer associated with the idea of being fertile or baby conceiving, but instead as means of sexual gratification.  

As such, we decided to remove Yakshi from her traditional context to show this shift in perspective towards the well-endowed body. To 
effectively bring across the point, we placed her into a modern piece of media that portrayed women in a more provocative manner that 
man would find sexually attractive. 

Known for featuring the ‘hottest’ women on the planet, FHM was our choice of medium on which we would appropriate Yakshi. To localise 
it, we designed a Singaporean FHM cover featuring Yakshi in the form of Naomi Neo, a popular blogger known for her voluptuous body 
and outspoken attitude about sexuality. 

As such, we have created an artwork that appropriates Yakshi as a social statement and reflection on how much the meaning of a woman’s 
body have changed over the years. 
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